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NCCU prepares for new chancellor
 
Published Wednesday, February 6, 2013
by Taylor Shaw 

DURHAM – North Carolina Central University will have a new chancellor on
Feb. 8.

A search committee of 19 members was named in late August. The group
consisted of faculty, staff, trustees, alumni, business and Durham
community leaders.

“The search committee was very committed to honor the time schedule,”
committee chairman Harold T. Epps said. “We followed the timeline to the
day.”

The community, faculty, staff, students and alumni sounded off through
public forums on characteristics the next chancellor should possess. The
qualities most frequently mentioned were excellent fundraising skills,
appreciation for and a commitment to diversity, strong interpersonal
skills and open-mindedness, engagement with the business community and a
commitment to shared governance.

Whitt/Kieffer was hired to recruit and evaluate qualified candidates.
Sixty-five people applied for the position, and the search committee chose
eight. That number was then whittled down to five. The finalists were
brought back to the university to be interviewed again by deans, alumni
and community leaders.

“All of the candidates have a clear understanding of the challenges that
face higher education today and an HBCU in particular, especially given
the economic environment that we are in right now,” NCCU Board of Trustees
Chairman Dwight D. Perry said. “I see the next chancellor spending quite a
bit of time being the face and voice of the university, not only on campus
but externally.”

The candidates once served as professors, deans, provosts and business
executives. They vary in gender, ethnicity, experience and geographical

location.

On Jan. 18, the search committee provided the Board of Trustees with three
applicants and forwarded the names to UNC Systems President Tom Ross for
review. He will recommend one candidate who will formally be introduced.

“I feel great about the process and the results of the process,” Perry
said.

Added Epps: “We are confident that the next chancellor will move us
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Added Epps: “We are confident that the next chancellor will move us
forward.”

The names of the finalists were not released since the search committee
wanted to maintain their confidentiality.

Perry assured that “the new chancellor will be externally involved with
the community in a much greater extent that you have seen up to this point
in time. Public and private partnerships are critical going forward for us
to accomplish the things that we need to accomplish.”

The new chancellor will begin work on July 1. 
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